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Abstract: Access to resources can take many forms: digital access via an onsite network, through an
external site, website, etc., or physical access to labs, machines, information repositories, etc. Whether
access to resources is digital or physical, it must be allowed, denied, revoked, or disabled using
robust and coherent access control (AC) models. What makes the process of AC more complicated
is the emergence of digital transformation technologies and pervasive systems such as the internet
of things (IoT) and industry 4.0 systems, especially with the growing demand for transparency in
users’ interaction with various applications and services. Controlling access and ensuring security
and cybersecurity in IoT and industry 4.0 environments is a challenging task. This is due to the
increasing distribution of resources and the massive presence of cyber-threats and cyber-attacks. To
ensure the security and privacy of users in industry sectors, we need an advanced AC metamodel
that defines all the required components and attributes to derive various instances of AC models and
follow the new and increasing demand for AC requirements due to continuous technology upgrades.
Due to the several limitations in the existing metamodels and their inability to answer the current
AC requirements, we have developed a Hierarchical, Extensible, Advanced, Dynamic (HEAD) AC
metamodel with significant features that overcome the existing metamodels’ limitations. In this
paper, the HEAD metamodel is employed to specify the needed AC policies for two case studies
inspired by the computing environment of Institut Technologique de Maintenance Industrielle (ITMI)-
Sept-Îles, QC, Canada; the first is for ITMI’s local (non-IoT) environment and the second for ITMI’s
IoT environment. For each case study, the required AC model is derived using the domain-specific
language (DSL) of HEAD metamodel, then Xtend notation (an expressive dialect of Java) is utilized to
generate the needed Java code which represents the concrete instance of the derived AC model. At the
system level, to get the needed AC rules, Cypher statements are generated and then injected into the
Neo4j database to represent the Next Generation Access Control (NGAC) policy as a graph. NGAC
framework is used as an enforcement point for the rules generated by each case study. The results
show that the HEAD metamodel can be adapted and integrated into various local and distributed
environments. It can serve as a unified framework, answer current AC requirements and follow
policy upgrades. To demonstrate that the HEAD metamodel can be implemented on other platforms,
we implement an administrator panel using VB.NET and SQL.

Keywords: access control; metamodel; security and privacy; policy; DSL; cybersecurity; digital
transformation; IoT; industry 4.0; NGAC; Neo4j; graph database; Cypher query language

1. Introduction

Continuous advancement in technology in general and the internet of things (IoT) in
particular has increased the need for security and privacy. This fact imposes organizations
and industry sectors to rethink how to control access to their logical and physical resources
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through modern and enhanced access control (AC) approaches [1–3]. AC is defined as the
process of restricting access to resources based on a predefined set of rules known as AC
policies. It consists of two main stages: authentication and authorization. Authentication
is the process where an unknown subject (or user), after verifying his identity, becomes a
known user. This process is insufficient to protect resources. Authorization is the process of
allowing/denying authenticated users access to a resource after checking the regulations
and policies of an organization or industry sector [4]. It includes the following phases [5,6]:

• defining a security policy (set of AC rules);
• selecting an AC model that matches the defined policy;
• implementing the model and enforcing the defined AC rules.

In any organization or industry sector, one of the essential administrative responsi-
bilities is to set policy rules to control access to objects accessed and administered in a
domain. To mitigate security threats accompanied by information technologies, AC rules
must consider possible threats in a domain. They should be concise and easy to understand
so that everyone can follow the guidelines they set forth. AC rules outline the way a
domain works with information and resources, and once they are created the domain’s AC
policy is customized [7,8]. In today’s digital environment, IoT and industry 4.0, users need
effective protection for their resources distributed everywhere, and their ability to access
information anytime, and from anywhere [9–12]. Consequently, the evolution of AC policy
languages should follow the development of computing environments and information
systems (IS) [13,14]. Developing an effective policy language is increasingly challenging
due to the highly dynamic and heterogeneous structures of the current networking genera-
tion [5,15,16]. AC policy language should respond to the increasing demand for authorizing
and controlling access to resources. It should express the organization’s set of rules derived
from business requirements, plans, guidelines, etc.

There are several common AC models implemented in various centralized and dis-
tributed computing environments to control access to resources. These include discretionary
access control (DAC), mandatory access control (MAC), role-based access control (RBAC),
and attribute-based access control (ABAC) [17–19]. As well, hybrid models, extended mod-
els, and abstracted models are implemented to enhance the features of common models as
well as to enable the definition of a larger set of AC policies. A recent topic in this area is
AC metamodels. They usually describe generic concepts and serve as unifying frameworks.
AC models are instances of AC metamodels that are used to specify, define, and explain
what, how, and when particular objects (resources) can be accessed by given individuals
(subjects) [15,18,20]. Due to the ubiquitous nature of current computing environments,
particularly industry 4.0, it is essential that advanced AC metamodels be developed to meet
the increasing demand for AC requirements. In light of the limitations of the existing AC
metamodels [6,18], we propose a Hierarchical, Extensible, Advanced and Dynamic (HEAD)
AC metamodel [15]. Compared to the other proposed works in this domain, e.g., [21–23],
HEAD metamodel considers the challenging requirements which accompany the various
technology progressions, for example, the need (1) to create hierarchical AC components
that fit the diverse hierarchical organizational structures, (2) to define and upgrade a larger
set of AC policies, (3) to have several AC solutions within the same organization (e.g., local
network, IoT, and cloud), and many other challenges [20]. The domain-specific language
(DSL) [24] of the HEAD metamodel—which is defined using Eclipse (xtext) [25,26]—is
generic enough to include the heterogeneity of AC models, this allows defining larger sets
of AC policies. It supports the hierarchy of all components to conform to organizational
hierarchy. The derived models of the HEAD metamodel can be extended to follow policy
updates. Also, it is dynamic since various components/attributes can be added to follow
technology progressions and include several AC solutions in an organization.

In this paper, for the validation of the HEAD metamodel, we propose two case studies
that include different conditions (e.g., static and dynamic AC policies, different contexts,
etc.), and technical aspects (e.g., local and distributed devices, sensors, etc.) to show how
our proposed metamodel can provide the necessary AC requirements and how it can be
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adapted to different computing environments. The existing case studies are extremely
limited and barely contain the necessary elements we need to demonstrate our solution. In
two case studies, we demonstrate our solution in the computing environment of Institut
technologique de maintenance Industrielle (ITMI) of Sept-Îles, Quebec. The first case
study deals with ITMI’s local computing environment (in this paper, we refer to it as
a non-IoT environment), while the second case study deals with their IoT environment.
The first case study deals with ITMI’s local computing environment (in this paper, we
refer to it as a non-IoT environment), while the second case study deals with their IoT
environment. Hence, we use the DSL of HEAD metamodel presented and explained in [15]
to derive the AC models required for each case study. The derived models of each case
are encoded using Eclipse Xtend notation (an expressive dialect of Java) to represent the
concrete instance of AC policies and generate the needed Java code to express the AC rules
as Cypher queries. As an enforcement point and to verify the accuracy and the coherence
of the concrete instances of AC policies, Cypher queries are injected into the Neo4j database
to represent the generated rules in the form of Next Generation Access Control (NGAC)
which is developed by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [27,28] policy
graph—the objects, the relationships between them, and the subjects that interact with the
system in a form that adheres to the semantics of ITMI. NGAC policy graph is constructed
with the basic policy elements and a fixed set of relationships [27,29]. The NGAC policy
elements represented in the NGAC policy graph are illustrated in Figure 1:

• the authenticated users (U), and their user attributes (UA).
• the objects (O) that need to be accessed, and their attributes (OA).
• the policy class(es) (PC).
• the assignment relationships between U–UA, UA–UA, O–OA, OA–OA, UA–OA, and

UA–OA to the appropriate PC(s).
• the association relationships to define the access rights associated with some UAs to

perform operations on some objects specified by OAs.
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Figure 1. The NGAC policy Graph

Both case studies show that the HEAD AC metamodel can be adapted to meet AC
requirements in non-IoT and IoT environments. However, compared to already published
works in this domain, this paper’s contribution can be summarized as follows:

• Presents two industrial case studies illustrating the implementation of a new and
advanced metamodel (named HEAD metamodel) from the definition of AC rules to
the enforcement of policies. None of the existing works in this domain present a real
case study or address all the needed phases to enforce the defined AC rules.

• Provides modern AC tools and shows how they can be adapted to different computing
environments, especially industrial environments. Others in this field have only
provided some explanations for manually illustrating some simple examples. They
lack a detailed illustration of the tools available and how to enforce AC rules.

• It helps researchers in the domain to understand how AC metamodels work in real
industrial contexts (or any computing environment), from the definition of informal
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policies to their enforcement. Compared to other works they only focus on one phase
and confuse issues that cut across multiple phases. The originality of our work is
demonstrated through the validation of two case studies on a real subject and related
explanations. Also, it can be used as a centerpiece for researchers to tackle other
industrial case studies in the domain.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some of the
related work in this domain. A summary of the HEAD metamodel and its characteristics
is explained in Section 3. To illustrate the relevance of our metamodel, the subject of
study is described in detail in Section 4, then the first case study—ITMI’s local (non-
IoT) environment—is presented in Section 5, and the second case study—ITMI’s IoT
environment—is presented in Section 6. In Section 7, we show another example of how
the HEAD metamodel can be implemented using VB.NET and SQL databases to generate
AC rules. In Section 8 we explain the evaluation and validation of the HEAD metamodel.
Section 9 concludes this paper with future perspectives.

2. Related Works

In the field of information security, the main concern for organizations and industry sec-
tors is to keep the secrecy of their information and prevent illegal access to their logical and
physical resources, especially in the presence of cyber-criminals and cyber-attacks [30,31].
Currently, resources are no longer located within local areas, they are distributed on differ-
ent sites and need to be accessed via various private and public networks. The emergence
of evolving technologies and digital transformation urges organizations to protect their
private and public networks, especially with the evolution of Industry 4.0 and the IoT
concept [32–34]. In this context, various AC models and metamodels are implemented in
different computing environments to protect resources and information from unauthorized
access. Unfortunately, they have limited features and are insufficient to meet the current
AC requirements and follow the needed technology upgrades [17,20]. In this section, we
review some of the proposed AC methods in this domain. We summarize the existing AC
metamodels [17,18,20] proposed to instantiate different AC models.

To prevent insider threats in organizations a function-based AC method inspired
by functional encryption is proposed in [35]. It stores access authorizations as a three-
dimensional tensor where users can invoke authorized commands at different levels such
as data segments. They are authorized to use a command on an object and forbidden to
use it on another object. In [36], Qi et al. propose a scalable industry data AC system
for the RFID-enabled supply chain to provide an item-level data AC mechanism that
defines and enforces AC policies based on both the participants’ role attributes and the
products’ RFID tag attributes. For industrial automation and control systems (IACS)
and similar automation systems of the smart energy grid, an eXtended Access Control
Markup Language (XACML)-based AC system is described by Ruland et al. [37] to protect
connected devices and associated safety-relevant settings from unauthorized access. Their
proposed AC method is composed of a two-stage AC schema. They first evaluate policies
based on XACML, then use information about the system’s behavior to prevent malicious
or accidental operations from having a negative impact on system stability. The system
design and implementation consider safety requirements (e.g., timing requirements, the
availability. . . ) to enable integration in safety-critical environments.

For secure information sharing in an IIoT, in [13], Ulltveit-Moe et al. investigate how to
secure information sharing with external vendors, and they identify the necessary security
requirements in this domain. Also, they propose a roadmap to improve security in IIoT
which investigates short-term and long-term solutions for IIoT devices. The former is
mainly based on integrating existing appropriate practices such as firewalls, intrusion
detection systems, etc. The latter outlines a long-term solution with fine-grained AC for
sharing data between external entities that supports cloud-based data storage. Ray et al. [29]
show how AC can be specified using an ABAC model for remote healthcare monitoring
(RHM). They present healthcare AC requirements using an example, then explain how
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NGAC can be used for specifying AC policies. Alagar et al. [38] propose a context-sensitive
RBAC (CRABC) scheme for securing the environment of the healthcare IoT industry which
is composed of large-scale connectivity of medical devices, patients, physicians, etc., with
the vastness of information collection and sharing. CRBAC combines roles, attributes, and
context to formulate context constraints to enforce access and flow controls. Another AC
model for the IoT in healthcare, named Enhanced Context-aware Capability based AC
(ECCAPAC), is proposed by Ahamed et al. [39] to make the medical network resilient
against crypto attacks by taking into account the trust value of the object based on relevance
and node importance.

Despite that the proposed AC models in various industrial computing environments
come up with solutions for dedicated scenarios or case studies, they have limited features
compared to the increasing demand for security and privacy in the current computing
environments. The current reality of networking environments imposes the need to define
new components/attributes for the existing AC models in order to upgrade the existing AC
policies and allow specifying and enforcing a larger set of static and dynamic AC policies.
As with this feature, the proposed models do not consider hierarchy defining multiple
levels of components (e.g., role hierarchy).

The evolution of pervasive ISs and intelligent manufacturing has had a substantial
influence on the future of the industry. Industry 4.0 (or IIoT) is the modernization of con-
ventional manufacturing through modern technology. In smart industries, several physical
and cyber technologies are integrated to improve productivity, quality, performance, and
management in the age of IIoT [40]. All of this raises the challenge to develop AC meta-
models that serve as unifying frameworks for deriving advanced AC models able to follow
technology upgrades. This would allow for defining and enforcing a larger set of static
and dynamic AC policies. In [20], we summarize the development stages of AC methods
starting from common AC models, hybrid models, extending AC models, abstracting AC
models, and reaching AC metamodels which is the recent research issue in this domain.
As described in [17,18] some metamodels are proposed as generic by using AC features
of some common models, some other metamodels are proposed as hybrid metamodels
by combining features of some AC models, and some other metamodels are proposed as
metamodel extensions for some existing metamodels. The proposed metamodels provide
some development approaches in the field, but they have several limitations since (1) they
are not generic enough to derive the needed AC models (common models, hybrid models,
and other models); (2) they are not flexible and not dynamic enough to follow technology
upgrades; (3) they are not extensible where the derived models and the defined policies
cannot be extended; (4) they do not support the hierarchy feature for all components (e.g.,
role, action, context, etc.); (5) collaboration and interoperability between AC models are
not addressed; and (6) they do not consider the concept of migrating AC policies from one
model to another. To address these limitations, we have designed and developed the HEAD
metamodel [15] where its advanced features allow deriving different models (existing and
even non-existent models). In this paper, we use the HEAD metamodel to derive the needed
AC models for two case studies inspired by ITMI’s environment in order to show how it can
be adapted to various industrial and organizational computing environments. We also show
how various components and attributes for static and dynamic AC policies can be defined in
addition to the common ones, and to illustrate how it supports the component hierarchy.

3. HEAD Metamodel

In [15], we propose a hierarchical, extensible, advanced, and dynamic AC metamodel,
named HEAD metamodel. This metamodel has advanced features compared to other
AC metamodels proposed in the literature. Its distinct design and the new opportunities
it opens in the domain are described in [20]. In this section, we briefly explain its meta-
components (or meta-classes) and features to show how it can be employed to derive the
needed AC models for two case studies (explained in Sections 5 and 6) inspired by ITMI’s
non-IoT and IoT computing environments, then generate the needed AC rules to enforce
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them. The meta-components (or meta-classes) of HEAD metamodel are the EXPLICIT (Ex),
IMPLICIT (Im), and SETTING (St). As shown in Figure 2 [15], Ex represents entities/classes
within an organization or industry sector, such as subjects and objects. Im represents the
described entities/classes. Im includes AUTHORIZATION UNIT (AU) entities/classes
such as roles, security levels, etc., and PROCEDURAL UNIT (PU) entities/classes such
as actions, permissions, etc. St represents the concepts needed to have more regulated
access to resources, such as entities/classes of context, contextual conditions, etc. The
relationships between HEAD metamodel components can be described as follows:

• between Ex and AU is to allow assigning zero or many (0..*), for example, subjects to
roles, groups, etc.;

• between AU and PU, and PU and Ex is to describe which AUs (e.g., groups) can
perform zero or many (0..*) PUs (e.g., actions) on some other Ex (e.g., objects);

• Ex and Im could have zero or many (0..*) St (e.g., condition) to fulfill access requests;
• the self-association edge on each meta-class is to allow formulating hybrid models by

associating, for example, AUs with other AUs, PUs with other PUs, etc.;
• the aggregation association for each meta-class allows the creation of hierarchies of

the derived component(s).
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attributes

   

 

 

 

 

accesstype

0..*
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0..* 0..*
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Figure 2. The HEAD Metamodel [15].

The DSL of the HEAD metamodel is explained with examples in [15], it can be used to
derive various AC models (common AC, hybrid AC, and other models). For example, to
derive the MAC model, subject and object classes must be instantiated from Ex, security
level must be instantiated from AU, and operation class must be instantiated from PU.
Another example, is the RBAC model where subject and object classes must be derived
from Ex, role class from AU, and permission and action classes from PU. Using the HEAD
metamodel, access to resources is determined by the attributes of the defined entities in the
access request including subject, object, action, context, etc. It allows enforcing complex
AC policies that involve an arbitrary combination of attributes with static, dynamic, and
relationship values. Also, it allows deriving models of high granularity for access policies,
fitting the various needs of AC requirements. This extends beyond the proposed AC
metamodels in the literature [15,20].

4. The Subject of Study: Technological Institute for Industrial Maintenance (ITMI)

ITMI is a technology transfer center affiliated with the Cégep de Sept-Îles, QC, Canada
specializing in industrial maintenance. In an industrial field where machines/devices
reliability is of strategic importance, ITMI offers tailor-made support to North Shore and
Quebec industries and provides technical services to reduce downtime, minimize mainte-
nance costs, optimize productivity, lessen training costs, and increase success rates. Since
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its creation in 2008, ITMI has continued to grow and expand its fields of expertise. This has
been done to adapt to industries’ needs on the one hand and to technological changes on
the other. Research efforts are centered on industry 4.0, IoT, embedded systems, artificial
intelligence, energy intelligence, computer-aided design, and others. ITMI has laboratories
with extensive research infrastructure and regularly updated machines/devices including
industrial machinery, hydraulic and pneumatic, prototyping and 3D printing, and drones.
A variety of projects are accomplished in these laboratories, which are accessed by workers
in the departments of design and maintenance, digital audit, IoT and embedded systems,
and information technology (IT). About 35 employees work in different departments at
ITMI with expertise in artificial intelligence, informatics, machine learning, and other fields.

ITMI is a sub-division of the Department of Research and Innovation (DRI) at Sept-Îles
and is directed by the main director of DRI. In addition to the main director, there are four
types of workers (users) in each department: manager, adviser, specialist, and technician.
Figure 3 illustrates the hierarchy of roles at ITMI. Each department manager, who is directed
by the DRI director, supervises the advisers of each department. Advisers direct specialists
and technicians. Experts, specialists, and technicians can share their expertise among
departments based on ongoing projects. Ensuring the privacy of users and the security of
resources is essential for ITMI since any exposure or intrusion to logical (e.g., the local and
public databases) or physical (e.g., labs, machines, etc.) resources could result in serious
consequences such as financial loss, and loss of reputation. Considering that ITMI’s main
role is to follow up, handle, and find solutions related to projects for other institutions, any
intervention creates the possibility of ITMI’s entire data being compromised by a single
action. Hence, ITMI needs an AC method that answers all the needed requirements based
on different situations and conditions. Also, AC methods must always be updated due to
the nature of the given projects which are related to recent and different technologies.

Manager

Adviser

SpecialistTechnician

Director

Figure 3. ITMI - Role heirarchy

In Sections 5 and 6, we present two case studies to show how the HEAD metamodel
can be implemented to derive the required models that fit ITMI’s AC requirements in its
non-IoT (local) and IoT environments, generate the needed AC policies, then enforce them.
Figure 4 summarizes the implementation phases of the HEAD metamodel, and the used
tools to write and generate the necessary code for each phase. However:

• The HEAD metamodel: as illustrated in the figure below, the HEAD metamodel
development steps are: unifying the heterogeneous components, meta-classes and
their relationships, the DSL grammar definition of HEAD metamodel using Eclipse
Xtext, and the meta-policy expression are explained in detail in [15].

• Phase 1: after investigating and identifying the AC policy parameters of each case
study, in this phase we run the Runtime-Eclipse (xtext) then use the defined DSL
grammar of the HEAD metamodel (of the previous phase) to specify and derive the
required AC model(s) and express the AC policy(s).

• Phase 2: to represent the concrete instance of the derived AC model, Xtend notation is
used to generate the required Java code at the system level. A case study’s AC policy
details are configured at this level (e.g., the existing resources in an organization, the
constraints to access some resources, etc.). Since our aim in this paper is to use NGAC
as an enforcement point and get NGAC authorization responses, we generate Cypher
statements as Java output. We inject them into the Neo4j database to represent the
NGAC policy graph.
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• Phase 3: this phase enforces AC policy through Cypher queries written in Neo4j as
NGAC inputs and NGAC authorization responses.

Note that all of the above phases are applied and presented in detail in each case study.

Metamodel Development 

Unify AC components 

of  heterogeneous 

models

Verification of  the 

generated AC Policies

Generation of  AC 

policies from models

Policy enforcement

Generating Policies Policy Enforcement 

AC Metamodel (Meta 

classes & relationships)

DSL definition of  the 

AC Metamodel

Meta-policy expression

Specification of  AC 

models (classes & 

relationships)

Deriving Models

Formalization of  the 

specified AC models

(instances)

Policy expression

Eclipse (xtext)Tools: Runtime- Eclipse (xtext)
Xtend

Generator
Java Code

Cypher

statements

Neo4j NGAC Graph 

Cypher

Queries

NGAC 

authorization

Responses

Written

generated

Industrial Case 

Studies

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3HEAD metamodel

Figure 4. The Case studies: The implementation phases and the used tools.

5. Case Study 1—ITMI: Non-IoT

In this case study, a rail robot needs to be implemented for a North Quebec Rail
(NQR) project. To achieve it a set of tasks required to be implemented by a team. Figure 5
illustrates ITMI’s local environment system architecture. To complete project tasks within
the start and end dates, all users must be authenticated using passwords, fingerprints, or
PIN codes to access the database or labs. Authenticated users are authorized, after checking
the defined AC rules in the policy database, to access resources and perform operations
according to their roles, groups, and other attributes of users.

Policy 
database

Security administrator

Users

Authentication Authorization
(AC model(s))

manager

advisers

specialists

technicians 

NG
AC

 en
fo

rc
em

en
t p

oin
t Digital resources

Physical resources
Labs

Lab 1
Machine 1,  
Machine 2

Lab 2
Machine 3

Lab n
Device x
Machine M

director

Figure 5. The system architecture of ITMI: non-IoT environment.

According to the project requirements, some users might be assigned to a certain role,
while others may also be assigned to different groups, and some may share some tasks with
each other. Access rights grant access to users with a certain role/group to some resources
and allow them to perform some actions on the database (read, write, update . . . ), and on
machines (switching on/off, monitoring, modifying settings . . . ). Access decisions could
be allowed or denied based on the defined policy. However, in the following we describe
the guidelines to perform the project tasks:
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• The NQR project is administered by Roy, ITMI’s director, who has full access to
databases and labs. He manages the priority of project tasks and directs the manager
in setting up the appropriate methodologies to implement them. Before running the
project, he must confirm all details and tasks.

• According to the director’s guidelines, Thomas, the manager who supervises advisers
and has access to the database tables Projects and Tasks, creates the project record and
sets the necessary tasks. Also, he updates the status of each project task (in progress,
completed, on hold . . . ) depending on the project’s performance.

• The advisers, John and Sophia, choose groups of specialists and technicians based
on their expertise. Then they assign to each group the necessary tasks, and deter-
mine which machines or equipment are required. They have full access to both the
GroupTasks and Requirements tables in the database.

• Specialists are researchers with specialized knowledge in a particular field who work
with technicians to complete projects. Technicians perform technical tasks such as
maintenance, machines/devices installation, etc. For the NQR project, specialists and
technicians have access to the AI lab where the Rail Robot machine is located, and to
the 3D lab where the 3D printing device exists. To perform some of the required tasks
we have the following groups:

– GroupA: The specialists, Bob and Cathy, test the robot, then assess and write
the obtained results into table Results. The technician, Peter, assists them in
troubleshooting the robot and hardware/software problems.

– GroupB: The specialists, Bob and Marc, read/analyze the results to check if any
flaw(s) exist and might affect the rail robot’s performance. The technician, Eva,
operates the robot to match the analyzed results to the robot’s performance.

– GroupC: The specialists, Marc and Cathy, redesign and implement another proto-
type for the flawed part(s). The needed part(s) are created using a 3D printer. The
technicians, Peter and Eva, help them replace damaged or flawed part(s), then
verify robot system compatibility.

Advisers, specialists, and technicians are allowed to access resources during the work
hours via private network. Their access rights must be revoked once the project is over.

5.1. The Challenge

ITMI frequently has ongoing projects with unexpected AC requirements. In this
context, ITMI needs to ensure the rights to access data, device(s), etc., are provided to right
user(s), especially since users assigned to the same role might have different tasks since they
might also be assigned to different groups. Users’ permissions need to be specified based
on user-role, and user-group assignments. The solution must be scalable to accommodate
ITMI’s future growth.

5.2. The Solution: HEAD Metamodel

As described in Figure 4, the DSL grammar of HEAD metamodel is used to derive
various instances of Ex, Im (AUs and PUs), and St entities and answer the AC requirements
of each case study. By investigating the above case study, we can find that:

• Ex = {subject (name, . . . ); object (title, . . . )}.
• Im are AUs = {role (type, . . . ); group (number, . . . )}, and PUs = {permission (ptype, . . . );

action (type, . . . )}
• St = {context-constraint (date, time . . . ); constraint (projconfirm, task_status . . . )}.

5.2.1. Phase 1: Deriving Models

In this section, we investigate the best AC model that fits the AC requirements of this
case study. Due to the above Ex, Im, and St entities, we have the possibilities:

• RBAC model: RBAC entities are subject, object, role, permission, and action. Users
are assigned to roles and groups, and in some situations we have attributes and
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environmental conditions. Hence, the RBAC model is not enough to satisfy the AC
requirements, since we cannot find all the necessary entities.

• ABAC model: ABAC entities are subject, object, action, and environmental (context)
attributes. ITMI users are assigned to roles and groups. Therefore, with the ABAC
model, the RBAC model should be considered, in addition to the group entity since
users are assigned to roles and/or groups.

• Hybrid model: the notion of role reflects the importance of considering the RBAC
model; the notion of attributes and the need to express dynamic AC rules reflect the
importance of taking into account the ABAC model; also the group entity with its
attributes imposes the need not to restrict the solution to RBAC or ABAC models only.
Hence, the solution should consider future entities that need to be created/added due
to upgrades.

Therefore, our solution in this case is to derive a hybrid model based on user-groups,
RBAC, and ABAC. Using the DSL of the HEAD metamodel the formal user-groups, RBAC,
and ABAC hybrid model can be derived by first instantiating the needed entities of Ex, AU,
PU, and St, then expressing the rules as shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6a:

• line 1: the specification of policy model/class.
• lines 2 to 10: the block of creating Ex entities, starts and ends with the keywords

explicit and end. Line 3: the creation of subject entity with the attribute(s). Lines 4 to
9: four levels of objects are created to represent the hierarchy of resources. We actually
have three levels of object hierarchy, but since we use NGAC as an enforcement
framework we create additional level to have four levels. ‘object1’ level expresses
the main objects assigned to different object containers, and the other three levels are
defined to represent the hierarchy object containers.

• lines 12 to 21: the block of creating AU entities, starts and ends with the keywords
authorization and end. Line 13: the creation of group entity with the attribute(s). Lines
14 to 20: four levels of role hierarchy are created. For example, role1 refers to the
director, role2 refers to the manager, etc.

• Lines 23 to 26: the block of creating PU entities, starts and ends with the keywords
procedural and end. Line 24: the creation of permission entity with the needed
attribute(s). Line 25: the creation of action entity with the attribute(s).

• Lines 28 to 33: the block of creating St entities, starts and ends with the keywords
setting and end. Lines 29 and 30: the creation of context entity with the context
attribute(s). Lines 31 and 32: the creation of constraint entity with the attribute(s).

Moreover, in Figure 6b we provide examples of three possible rule expressions:

• Lines 39 to 47: this rule expression is, for example, to express access rights for users
who are assigned to the first-level of role hierarchy (e.g., director) and implicitly
connected with the actions associated with their role (e.g., manager) without the
administrator having to explicitly list the manager actions on objects, and this is also
applied at the lower levels of hierarchy.

• Lines 48 to 58: to express, for example, the rule for users designated as assigned to
the second-level of role hierarchy who are implicitly associated with their role(s) and
perform some actions on objects with some constraints.

• Lines 59 to 73: the rule is expressed, for example, for users with lower-level roles, and
who are also assigned to a specific group, to perform certain actions on certain objects
of a certain level in a particular context under certain constraints.
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Figure 6. Case Study 1: (a) A hybrid model based on user-groups, RBAC and ABAC entities/attributes;
(b) rule expressions.
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5.2.2. Phase 2: Generating Policies

The meta-policy is expressed in terms of the meta-components Ex, Im, and St [15,20]:

Metapolicy = 〈Ex, AU, PU, St〉

Before expressing the formal policy, we need to describe the policy elements:

• Users: a set of entities who have accounts in the IS. Users = {Roy, Thomas, John,
Sophia, Marc, Bob, Cathy, Peter, Eva}

• User Attributes: each user is associated with a set of attributes (e.g., Id, name . . . ).
• Roles: specifies user’s role. Role = {director, manager, adviser, specialist, technician}.
• Groups: specifies user’s group. Group = {groupA, groupB, groupC}.
• Objects: a set of logical/physical objects that need protection. For example, database

entities (projects, tasks . . . ), labs, machines, devices, etc.
• Object attributes: object attributes include the project name, machine#, etc.
• Actions: a set of actions on logical objects (e.g., read, write, update, delete, etc.), and

on physical objects (e.g., operate machines, test, troubleshoot, etc.).
• Permissions: users’ permissions to perform actions on objects based on their roles (or

groups), and if constraints and contextual constraints are true.
• Context: for a given context—for example, log in via private/public network, machine

malfunction, system failure, etc.— context attributes include datetime, login location,
failed password attempts, etc., contextual constraint expressions include context
attributes which are important for authorization decisions.

• Constraints: expressions include the other various types of attributes, for example,
subject attributes, object attributes, etc.

Based on the meta-policy expression, we express the policy of this case study as follows:

Policy = 〈subject(name, . . . ); object(title, . . . ); role(type, . . . ); group(number, . . . );

permission(ptype, . . . ); action(type, . . . ); context(date, . . . );

constraints(roletype, title, . . . )〉

To represent the concrete instance of the derived model, we use Xtend notation to
transform the user-groups, RBAC, and ABAC model into Java code. Hereafter, we need to
generate Cypher statements as Java output to be injected into the Neo4j database to represent
NGAC policy (as illustrated in Figure 4). In Figure 7a, we show an example of the written
Xtend code to transform the Ex entities into subjects, the Cypher statement is expressed in line
13 to create users (U) nodes. Cypher statements are expressed and added to the array list of
‘rules’. The same concept is also applied to transform the AU, PU, and St entities. Moreover,
the sample code in Figure 7a generates the sample Java code in Figure 7b to define subject
entities. A Cypher statement to create U nodes is generated in line 10.

In this case study we use three types of assignment relationships. The first is ‘as-
signed_to’ where some Us are assigned to some UA containers, Os are assigned to some OA
containers, and some OAs are assigned to some some other OA containers. The second is
‘include’ to represent the hierarchy of objects (Os and OAs). The third is ‘has_child_content’
to represent the hierarchy of roles (UAs). In Figure 8a, an example of Xtend notation is
illustrated expressing the Cypher statements to create the ‘assigned_to’ relationship for
object O at root level with OA container (lines 2–4), and ‘include’ relationship to represent
the hierarchy of objects, for example, O–OA or OA–OA containers (lines 6–8). In line 2, of
t he generated Java expressions in Figure 8b, r_object1 refers to objects at the root level and
h_object2 in line 7 refers to the second level of object hierarchy.
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Figure 7. Case Study 1: (a) A sample of Xtend notation for Explicit entities; (b) the generated Java
code for the subject entities.

Figure 8. Case Study 1: A sample of (a) Xtend notation to express the assignment relationships
between O–OA nodes; (b) The generate the Java code expressing the Cypher statements.

As mentioned earlier, to illustrate the NGAC policy graph, we need to generate the
needed Cypher statements as Java output. To obtain the required Cypher statements,
the system administrator (or the authorized user) must be aware of how to configure the
NGAC policy by specifying the users, resources, relationships, conditions, etc., based on the
computing environment of the case study. Figure 9 illustrates the schema of NGAC policy
configuration of this case study. In Figure 9a, we show user containers that represent the
assignment of U–UA. For example, John (U) and Sophia (U) are assigned to Adviser (UA),
and Roy (U) is assigned to Director (UA), etc. In (b), we show object containers with the
representation of relational database tables with some distinguished rows/columns where
they are represented as containers of data objects corresponding to the row/column fields.
For example, a container named ProjectDetails includes the fields prjName, startDate,
endDate, and prjConfirmation. Furthermore, (c) Lists thirteen association relations in terms
of the user and object attributes/containers expressed in (a,b). In (c), users’ access rights to
perform operations are formulated through associations. For example, in (1) and (2) the
director is allowed to {r:read, w:write/ insert, u:update, d:delete} the data in FinancialDe-
tails container. He is also allowed to {d: delete, c: confirm} data of ProjectDetails container;
in (3) the manager is allowed to {r, w, u} data of ProjectDetails; etc. Note that the operations
‘s’ and ‘o’ in 6 and 9 mean select and operate. In (d), we have two prohibition relations
which express user attribute-deny (ua_deny) to deny the technicians ‘Peter’ and ‘Eva’
from performing {w, u, d} on GrpATskRslt/GrpCTskRslt and GrpBTskRslt/GrpCTskRslt
respectively. In (e), we represent six obligations defined as event–response relations to
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define constraints under which policy state data are obligated to change. For example,
in (1) when the director confirms the ProjectDetails information, the manager would not be
able to {u, d} this information; another example in (3) expresses an obligation due to some
context where the adviser is not allowed to {u, d} information in Requirements container if
he logged into the system via a public network or if the current date is greater than the end
date of NQR project; also in (4, 5, and 6) users of Groups A, B, and C are not allowed to {w,
u, d} information of containers GrpATskRslt, GrpBTskRslt, and GrpCTskRslt during the
non-business hours and before and after the start and end of project dates.

Thomas
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Manager

Adviser

Specialist

Technician

Roy

John

Sophia

Bob

Cathy

Marc

Peter

Eva

(a) User containers:

Bob

Cathy
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Bob
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Eva

GrpB

Marc Cathy

Peter

GrpC

Eva

(b) Object containers:

FinancialDetails estGM estCost estGPestValue

Requirements
prjName machine mNotes

RailRobot
3Dprinter

ProjectTasks prjName tskName tskDescr task_Status

1- Director -------- r, w, u, d -------FinancialDetails
2- Director -------- d, c ----------- ProjectDetails
3- Manager -------- r, w, u -------- ProjectDetails
4- Manager -------- w, u, d -------- ProjectTasks
5- Adviser ----------r, s, u, d -------Requirements

(c) Associations:

6- Adviser ---------  s -------------ProjectTasks
7- Specialist -------- r -------------ProjectTasks
8- Technician ------- r  ------------ProjectTasks

11- GroupA --------- r, w, u, d-------GrpATskRslt
12- GroupB ----------r, w, u, d-------GrpBTskRslt
13- GroupC ----------r, w, u, d------ GrpCTskRslt

Results GrpATskRslt
GrpBTskRslt
GrpCTskRslt

tskName tskName destails

(d) Prohibitions:
ua_deny(Peter, {w, u, d}, {GrpATskRslt, GrpCTskRslt})
ua_deny(Eva, {w, u, d}, {GrpBTskRslt, GrpCTskRslt})

9- Specialist -------- o -------------Machines
10- Technician -------o  ------------ Machines

prjNme sDate eDate  prjConfirmProjectDetails

(e) Obligations:
1-When: prjConfirm=true, do: create ua_deny(Manager, {u, d}, ProjectDetails)
2-When: task_status !=“onhold”, do: create ua_deny(Manager, {u, d}, ProjectTasks)
3-When: eDate < Date() OR loginLocation=‘public’, 
     do: create ua_deny(Adviser, {u, d}, Requirements)
4-When: (sDate > Date() AND eDate < Date()) AND time>17h00,
    do: create ua_deny(GroupA, {w, u, d}, GrpATskRslt)
5-When: (sDate > Date() AND eDate < Date()) AND time>17h00,
    do: create ua_deny(GroupB, {w, u, d}, GrpBTskRslt)
6-When: (sDate > Date() AND eDate < Date()) AND time>17h00,
    do: create ua_deny(GroupC, {w, u, d}, GrpCTskRslt)

Figure 9. Case Study 1: NGAC Policy Configuration.

Figure 10 shows a sample of Java output to configure the required AC policy. The
green text demonstrates the configuration of the subject and object entities and attributes
that is performed by a system administrator based on the schema from Figure 9, indicat-
ing the hierarchical relationship between the object containers. For example, the object
‘nqrDuration’ is assigned_to ‘ProjectDetails’ container, the object ‘Labs’ has a hierarchical
relation with (or includes) the ’Machines’ container, and so on. After configuring the policy
elements, Figure 11a shows a sample of the generated Cypher statements to create policy
class (PC), e.g., create (:PC {industry: ‘ITMI’}); users (U), e.g., create (:U {sname: ‘Roy’});
objects (O), e.g., create (:O {oname: ‘Labs’}), etc. Figure 11b shows examples of Cypher
statements representing O–OA and OA–OA assignments, and OA hierarchies. For example,
the first statement is to create ‘ProjectDetails’ node, then assign ‘nqrDuration’ node to the
created node. The second and third statements means that the object ‘ProjectDetails’ at the
root level ‘include’ the ‘Requirements’ and ‘ProjectTasks’ nodes which are at the second
level of object hierarchy. The remaining statements mean that ‘ProjectTasks’ node at level 2
‘include’ the nodes ‘GrpATskRslt’, ‘GrpBTskRslt’, and ‘GrpCTskRslt’ which are at the third
level. Note that the semicolon ‘;’ indicates the end of a statement.
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Figure 10. Case Study 1: A sample of Java output with the configuration of subjects, objects, etc.

The Cypher statements in Figure 11c expresses the association relationships that
define the access rights for some UAs (e.g., Director, Manager . . . ) over some OAs (e.g.,
FinancialDetails, ProjectDetails . . . ). For example, lines 1–3 and lines 7–9 match the UAs
‘Director’ and ‘Manager’, and the OAs ‘FinancialDetails’, ‘ProjectDetails’, and ‘ProjectTasks’.
Then, lines 5–6 express that the director with DirPermission is able to perform {r, w, u, d}
operations on ‘FinancialDetails’ and {d, c} on ‘ProjectDetails’, and lines 11–12 express that
the manager with ManPermission is able to perform {r, w, u} operations on ‘ProjectDetails’
as long as the information is not confirmed by the director (prjConfirm = ‘false’). Since
the basic elements of NGAC are U, O, UA, OA, and assignment/association relationships,
we configure the constraints and contextual constraints as properties in the association
relationship. As a result of configuring the NGAC policy and injecting the generated
Cypher statements into Neo4j, we can display the NGAC policy graph in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Case Study 1: sample of Cypher statements for (a) PC, U, and O nodes; (b) O–OA
assignments and object hierarchies; (c) access rights as AU–OA associations.
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5.2.3. Phase 3: NGAC—The Policy Enforcement Point

In this section, we explain how the AC policy is enforced over Cypher queries issued
from a system that uses Cypher statements as NGAC inputs (we use Neo4j) and can
generate NGAC authorization responses based on those queries. In Figure 12, in the left
section the nodes shown in light and dark green color illustrate the assignment of users
(Us) to their roles/groups (UAs), in addition to the role hierarchy which is indicated by
the red arrows and ‘has_child_content’ relationship. The nodes indicated in light and dark
blue color in the right section of the graph represent the assignment of objects (Os) to object
containers (OAs) (and OAs-OAs), in addition to object hierarchy where the hierarchy of
object containers is represented by the red arrows and ‘include’ relationship. The association
relationships, the yellow arrows, represent users’ permissions based on their roles/groups.
Note that in this paper we use the term ‘has_child_content’ to indicate the hierarchy of
roles, and the term ‘include‘ to represent the hierarchy of objects.

Figure 12. Case Study 1: The NGAC policy graph.

By assigning a user to a role (with the inheritance relation between roles), the user is
indirectly associated with the access rights of that role’s lower roles. Figure 13 illustrates
permissions associated for some users on some objects such as in (a) Roy is assigned to the
role of director and also has the permission of the lower roles (manager, adviser . . . ). In
(b) Thomas is assigned to role manager also has the permission of the lower roles (adviser,
technician . . . ). In (c), Sophia is assigned to role adviser and also has the permission of
the lower roles. In (d), Marc is assigned to role specialist in addition to the permissions of
groups B and C. For example, the user Roy has the permission DirPermission to confirm
and delete {c, d} ProjectDetails data through the Roy–Director assignment, Roy also has
the permission ManPermission to {r, w, u} ProjectDetails through the Director–Manager
assignment which is expressed as ‘has_child_content’ relationship in Figure 12 to represent
role hierarchy. Consequently, a manager with ManPermission also has AdvPermission,
SpePermission, TecPermission, and so on. Note that, to simplify and minimize the number
of association relationships between UAs and OAs in the graph of Figure 12, we use single
association relationship instead of two or three. For example, in the association between
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Manager(UA)–ProjectDetails(OA) which represents ManPermission with {r,w,u} operations,
the operation {r} on ProjectDetails can unconditionally be performed by the manager, and
the manager cannot perform {w,u} if the (non-contextual constraint) PrjConfirm value is true.
In our illustration, we use a single association relationship, instead of two, and apply the
constraints on all operations. In Figure 14 we illustrate an example for AdvPermission with
its properties which include actions/operations and the contextual constraints. The adviser
is able to perform {r, s, u, d} on project Requirements when the context LoginLocation=‘local‘
and the current date is before the endDate of the project.

Figure 13. Case Study 1: Examples of some Cypher query results to show users access right based on
the Permissions of (a) Director; (b) Manager; (c) Adviser; and (d) Specialist and groups B & C.

In Figure 15 we run some Cypher queries with some constraints using context, user,
and object attributes to show NGAC authorization responses to Cypher statements. In
(a) we show that the manager is able to perform the needed operations on ProjectDetails,
(b) when the value of prjConfirm is updated (by the director) to ‘true’, (c) he would not be
able to perform any operation on ProjectDetails. In (d) and (e) we show that an adviser is
able to {r, w, u, d} project Requirements if the current date is less than the end project date.
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Figure 14. Case Study 1: Examples of association relationship properties for role permissions.

Figure 15. Case Study 1: Examples of NGAC authorization responses to Cypher statements.

Controlling access to resources in industrial organizations is often managed at the
application level, which is sufficient in static computing environments where changes in
the data sources or system are not expected. On the other hand, industry 4.0 applications
are generally dynamic, which means that new machines, devices, sensors, users, etc.,
are frequently added or changed, and the AC policies need to be frequently added and
updated. Accordingly, industry 4.0 environment, and other highly dynamic environments,
need flexible and frequently upgradable AC models to answer the frequent changes in AC
requirements. In the following section, we propose a simplified case study for the industry
4.0 environment.

6. Case Study 2— ITMI: IoT

Due to the immense value IoT brings to every organization, ITMI refers to the use of
IoT in improving existing systems and processes. This enables it to increase operational
efficiency, create better experiences, and unlock additional value for the running projects.
For ITMI, the IoT and industry 4.0 reflect a growing focus on driving results using sensor-
based data and creating analytically rich data sets.

Figure 16 illustrates ITMI’s IoT system architecture. Note that this case study continues
the previous case study. One of the significant IoT projects maintained by ITMI, is the
Inspection of the Railways of Quebec (IRQ) in Canada to detect any unrevealed cracks in
railway tracks to avoid accidents. To achieve this, a rail robot (which is accomplished in
case study 1) and a drone are connected or paired together so that they are synchronized
and well geolocated. Both are connected to the internet via cellular or satellite networks
depending on where the inspection is taking place. The sensor nodes attached to the rail
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robot are used to inspect the railways and take images of cracks and technical problems.
Synchronously, the drone also captures images of locations where cracks in railway tracks
exist. All data and captured images are sent to ITMI’s cloud server. In this case study,
AC is based on users’ roles, in addition to other attributes of subjects, objects, and the
environment. Those who have access to the labs 24/7 can take out the Rail Robot and the
Drone and operate them on site. This is when the status of this task is in progress and within
the start and end date of the running project. Onsite, users must log into the machines
using PIN codes, they have three possible attempts to use the correct PIN code to operate
and control the machines. Otherwise, the machines, using a GPS tracking system, send
alert messages with the geographical coordinates of the location to the manager, specialists,
and technicians. In the following we describe the guidelines to perform the project tasks:
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Figure 16. The system architecture of ITMI: IoT environment.

• The specialists Bob and Cathy with the technician Peter can operate the Rail Robot
and the Drone using the IoT device controller to control the machines and read the
collected data and images.

• The adviser John has full access to database tables at the ITMI cloud server where
the collected data and images from the site are received from the Rail Robot and the
Drone. He analyzes the obtained information, then writes/inserts the needed report
information to the table Results.

• Before emailing the reports to the company maintaining the railways, the manager
Thomas must read (and modify if needed), and confirm the report(s).

All users are allowed to perform the specified actions if the task status is in progress
and within the project start and end dates.

6.1. Challenge

The rail robot and the drone could generate privacy-sensitive information, for example,
for some logistic locations. Hence, it is critical to provide an efficient AC model considers
all the needed factors to avoid operating the devices for any illegal use by any illegal user.
With a set of physical identities (ITMI workers, company employees, and others) at some
of the sites where the railway inspection process is assumed to take place, operating the
rail robot and the drone must be carried out by trusted users. Moreover, the machines are
objects that need to be controlled by authorized users, but they are also users when they
send and insert data into the public database on ITMI’s cloud server. In other words, they
are objects in some context and subjects in another context.

6.2. The Solution: HEAD Metamodel

As shown in Figure 16, to protect the resources there are various AC models need to
be implemented. To provide the desired solution for this case study, we will also follow the
same steps explained in Figure 4. The DSL grammar of HEAD metamodel is used to derive
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the model(s) needed to protect the resources of ITMI’s public environment. The solution
should consider that the physical objects are also subjects (users)—for example, although
the RailRobot and the Drone are objects need to be protected from any illegal access, they
are also subjects when they connect to ITMI’s public database to insert/write the collected
data. Hence, we have to derive a hybrid model with two PCs, PC1 considers the machines
as objects and PC2 considers them as subjects. However, the DSL of HEAD metamodel
allows instantiating different PCs with Ex, Im, and St entities.

- PC1: Ex = {subject (sname, . . . ); object (oname, . . . )}.
Im: AUs = {role (type . . . )} and PUs = {permission (perm . . . ); action (type . . . )}
St = {contextual-constraint (loginLocation, time, pw-attempts . . . ); constraint

(inspectionState, confirmation . . . )}.
- PC2: Ex = {subject (sname, . . . ); object (oname, . . . )}.

Im: PU = {action (type, . . . )}
St = {contextual-constraint (Location, pwAttmpts . . . )}.

6.2.1. Phase 1: Deriving Models

In this section, we investigate the best AC model that fits the AC requirements of this
case study. Due to the above Ex, Im, and St entities, we have the possibilities:

• Hybrid RBAC/ABAC model: due to the above entities for PC1, the notion of role
reflects the importance of considering the RBAC model, and the need to express static
and dynamic AC rules based on subject, object, and context attributes reflect the
importance of considering the ABAC model.

• ABAC model: the above entities for PC2 match the entities of ABAC.

Accordingly, our solution is to derive a hybrid model with two PCs (the first is hybrid
RBAC/ABAC, and the second is ABAC). Using the DSL grammar of HEAD metamodel,
we derive the required model in Figure 17. In Figure 17a we define the following:

• Lines 1 to 22: the block of specifying PC1.
• Lines 2 to 8: the block of creating Ex entities (subject and object), it starts and ends with

explicit and end keywords. Three levels of object hierarchy are created to represent
objects. We actually have two levels of object hierarchy, but since we use NGAC we
add an additional level. In object1 level, objects are described. In the other two levels,
the hierarchy of objects containers is represented.

• Lines 9 to 12: the block of AU entities is created with the keywords authorization and
end. Managers and advertisers have two levels of role hierarchy.

• Lines 13 to 16: the block of PU entities is created with procedural and end keywords.
• Lines 17 to 21: the block of creating St entities (context and constraint).
• Lines 23 to 37: the block of specifying PC2.
• Lines 24 to 29: the block of creating Ex entities (subject and object).
• Lines 30 to 32: the block of creating PU entity (action entity and its attributes).
• Lines 33 to 36: the block of creating St entities (context and constraint).

In Figure 17b we express some AC rules based on the defined entities/attributes:

• lines 40 to 51: the rule expression of the hybrid RBAC/ABAC model. It expresses
access rights for users using PC1 components/attributes.

• lines 52 to 61: the rule expression of ABAC model. It expresses access rights for users
using PC2 components/attributes.

• lines 62 to 71: hybrid rule expression using PC1 and PC2 components/attributes.

For each PC the names of the components must be unique. For example, we create
two different names for the subject (for PC1 we create ‘subject’ entity and for PC2 we create
‘subject’ entity). Among the many advantages of the DSL for the HEAD metamodel is that
it allows for the specification of an unlimited number of PCs, as well as the definition of
entities and attributes for each PC.
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Figure 17. Case Study 2: (a) A hybrid model with two PCs; (b) rule expressions.

6.2.2. Phase 2: Generating Policies

In this section we describe the policy elements for each PC:

• PC1: Hybrid RBAC/ABAC

– Users = {Thomas, John, Bob, Cathy, Peter}
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– User Attributes: each user is associated with a set of attributes (e.g., name . . . ).
– Role = {manager, adviser}.
– Objects: set of logical (e.g., tables rows/columns at the cloud server) and physical

(e.g., rail robot and drone) objects need protection.
– Object attributes: object attributes include inspection_status, confirmation, etc.
– Actions: a set of actions on logical objects in the database include read, write,

update, delete, etc.; and on physical objects include control, operate, etc.
– Permissions: are granted based on users‘ roles to perform actions on objects.
– Context attributes: for a given context—for example, log in via private/public

network, machine failure, etc.,—context attributes include the date, time, location,
password attempts, etc. Contextual constraint expressions are significant for
authorization decisions.

– Constraints: expressions include the other various types of attributes, for example,
subject attributes, object attributes, etc.

The policy expression for PC1 can be expressed as follows:

Policy = 〈subject(name . . . ); object(title . . . ); role(type . . . ); permission(ptype . . . );

action(type . . . ); context(date . . . ); constraints(con f irm . . . )〉

• PC2: ABAC

– Users = {RailRobot, Drone}, and users’ attributes (e.g., machineName).
– Objects: the logical resources (e.g., tables rows/columns at the cloud server), with

their attributes, e.g., coordinates, image, etc.
– Actions: set of actions on logical objects in the database, e.g., write.
– Contextual and non-contextual constraint expressions with the attributes of con-

text, subject, and object.

The policy expression for PC2 can be expressed as follows:

Policy = 〈subject(name . . . ); object(title . . . ); action(type . . . ); context(time . . . )〉

At the system level, Xtend notation is used to generate the Java code for the concrete
instance of the hybrid model. Then, Java output (Cypher statements) is injected into the
Neo4j database to represent the NGAC policy graph. In this case study we have two PCs
(as defined in Figure 17 RBAC/ABAC for PC1, and ABAC for PC2). To specify the PCs,
the sample of Xtend code in Figure 18a generates the Java code in Figure 18b based on the
derived model. In Figure 18a, plist1 in line 2 is an ArrayList where PCs are added (in the
Xtend notation code). Since in this case study we have two PCs, in Figure 18b two sets of
Java code (lines 2–4 and lines 6–8) are generated to define the attribute name of each PC,
with the Cypher expression to create each PC node.

Figure 18. Case Study 2: (a) Xtend notation to specify PCs; (b) the generated Java code.
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For each PC, sets of Ex, AU, PU, and St entities/attributes are created. In Figure 19a we
show a sample of Xtend notation to define the hierarchy of AUs (e.g., roles). The ArrayList
‘auroot1’ for the root entities, and ‘auhrchy’ for the lower level entities (child nodes). In
lines 4–8, if the node is at the root level and has children, then specify its children (lines
18–20). In lines 9–15, if the node level is ≥1 and it has children, then specify its children
(lines 21–23). Figure 19a generates the Java code in Figure 19b which is used to configure
the hierarchy of roles. In line 1, ‘r_role1’ refers to the ArrayList where root nodes of roles
are defined, and in line 10 ‘h_role2’ refers to the ArrayList where nodes at level 2 of the role
hierarchy are defined.

Figure 19. Case Study 2: Xtend notation to generate Java code to define (a) hierarchy AUs; (b) the
generated Java code to configure hierarchy of roles.

To output the required Cypher statements and represent the NGAC policy graph,
the system administrator must be aware how to configure the policy by specifying the
users, resources, relationships, conditions, etc., based on the computing environment of
this case study. However, in Figure 20a, we show the configuration of user containers. Red
containers represent the assignment of Us to UAs of the first PC1, and blue ones represent
the assignment of Us to UAs of the second PC2. In PC1, U stands for Thomas, John, etc.,
and UA for the role (Manager, Adviser, etc.). In PC2, U stands for Rail Robot and Drone,
and UA for the first and second IoT devices. In Figure 20b, we show object containers
for physical resources (Rail Robot and Drone) are indicated in red for PC1, and logical
resources (database tables at ITMI’s cloud server) with the representation of tables with
some distinguished rows/columns are indicated in red for PC1, and in blue for PC2. In
Figure 20c, access rights of users to perform operations are determined through associations.
For example, in (1) and (2) the workers are allowed to {o: operate, ct: control} the Rail
Robot and Drone objects, in (5) the manager should confirm that the inspection process
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is carried out before allowing the adviser in (7) to {r:read, cp:copy} the collected data in
order to analyze them. Moreover, in (10) and (11) the subjects of PC2, the Rail Robot and
the Drone which are assigned to IoTM1 and IoTM2 as UAs, need permission to connect the
cloud server to {w:write/insert} data and images into RailwayData and GeolocationData
containers. In Figure 20d we present three prohibition relations which express ua_deny to
deny all users performing {w, u} on IoTData. In Figure 20e, four obligations are defined as
event–response relations to define constraints under which policy state data are obligated
to change. For example, workers onsite are allowed to access the cloud server and delete
the collected IoTData due to unexpected events, e.g., machine malfunction or system error,
to repeat the inspection process. In (1), they are not allowed to {d} IoTData if they are
logged into the system locally, if the InspectionStatus= “in progress”, and if they are not
within the start and end dates of the IRQ project.

Thomas

Manager

Adviser

John

Bob

Cathy

Peter

(a) User containers: (b) Object containers:

8- Adviser --------- r, w, u, d ----- Results

1- Workers --------- o, ct -------- RailRobot 
(c) Associations:

7- Adviser ---------- r, cp -------- IoTData

10- IoTM1 ----------- w ------ RailwayData

4- Workers --------- d ----------- IoTData

(d) Prohibitions:
1- ua_deny(Manager, {w, u}, IoTData)

11- IoTM2 ----------- w ----- GeolocationData

3- Workers --------- r ----------- IoTData
(e) Obligations:
1-When: loginlocation =“local”  AND InspectionStatus!=“inprogress” AND    
     (sDate>currentDate() AND eDate< currentDate()),
     do: create ua_deny(workers, d, IoTData)

Workers

RailRobot

Drone

IoTM1

IoTM2

5- Manager ---------cn ---------- IoTData

IoTData
timestamp coordinates

RailWayData
GeolocationData

M#

IoTMachines RailRobot
Drone

image inspection

3- ua_deny(Workers, {w, u}, IoTData)
2- ua_deny(Adviser, {w, u}, IoTData)2- Workers --------- o, ct -------- Drone 

Results prjName tskName Descr Confirm

2-When: confirm=“true” OR (sDate>currentDate() AND eDate< currentDate()),              
     do: create ua_deny(Adviser, {w, u, d}, Results)

M# Descr Notes

6- Manager ---------cn ---------- Results

3-When: pwAttmpts>3, do: create ua_deny(Workers, {o, ct}, RailRobot)
4-When: pwAttmpts>3, do: create ua_deny(Workers, {o, ct}, Drone)

9- Adviser --------- r ------------ Results

Figure 20. Case Study 2: NGAC Policy Configuration.

At the system level, a sample of the Java output with the policy configuration is
presented in Figure 21. In (a), the system administrator specifies the PCs (ITMIiot1 and
ITMIiot2) and configures the entities/attributes for each PC, along with setting up relation-
ships between objects. In (b), the creation of instances of role entities and their hierarchies
is presented, in addition to the assignment relationship of Ex-AUs which represent in this
case user-role relationship. For example, the name of PC2 is ITMIiot2, the subject names
are MRailRobot and MDrone, the object names are Machine1Data and Machine2Data,
Machine1Data has OA and it is ‘assigned_to’ RailwayData, and Machine2Data has OA and
it is ‘assigned_to’ GeolocationData.

After policy configuration by the system administrator, Cypher statements are gen-
erated as Java output that matches the NGAC policy graph. Different output samples
of Cypher statements are presented in Figure 22a to create PCs, Us, and Os. Figure 22b
show some examples of Cypher statements for PC1 to create UAs with the needed assign-
ment and hierarchies. Also, Figure 22c shows some statements to create UA nodes (e.g.,
IoTM1) of PC2 and assign the appropriate Us (e.g., MRailRobot) to them. For example, the
‘MRailRobot’ (U node) is assigned to ‘IoTM1’ (UA container).
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Figure 21. Case Study 2: Java output sample (a) to configure PC1/PC2; (b) user-role assignment.

Figure 22. Case Study 2: A sample of Cypher statements (a) PC, U, and O nodes; (b) UAs of roles
with U–UA assignment; and (c) a sample U–UA assignment of PC2.

6.2.3. Phase 3: NGAC—The Policy Enforcement Point

The generated Cypher statements, which are Java outputs, are used as inputs for
NGAC authorization responses. However, they are injected into the Neo4j database to
represent the AC policy as an NGAC policy graph in Figure 23. The dark brown, green,
and blue nodes refer to PC1, and the light brown, green, and blue nodes refer to PC2. As
shown in the graph on the left, the dark/light brown nodes represent the assignment of
users (Us) to their UA containers, in addition to the role hierarchy, which is indicated by
the red arrow, and ‘has_child_content‘ relationship. In the left section of the graph, the
dark/light brown with the dark/light blue nodes show the assignment of objects (Os) to
their OA containers, in addition to object hierarchy which is depicted by the red arrow and
‘include’ relationship. The association relationships, the yellow arrows for PC1 and the
dark brown arrows for PC2, indicate users’ access rights.

Due to the inheritance relationship between the manager and the adviser roles, in
Figure 24 we show some access rights examples associated with the manager Thomas and
the users who are assigned to the Workers (UA) container. In Figure 24a, Thomas has
ManPermission to {cn: confirm} data in Results and IoTData containers. He also has the
permission AdvPermission to {w, u, d} Results and {r, cp} IoTData through the Manager–
Adviser assignment which is expressed as ‘has_child_content’ relationship to represent role
hierarchy. In Figure 24b, we show the access rights associated to the workers Bob, Cathy,
and Peter to {d} IoTData in a certain context and {o:operate, ct:control} the RailRobot and
the Drone. In Figure 24c, we show the set of permissions associated with users to perform
operations on the IoTData object container.
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Figure 23. Case Study 2: NGAC graph.

Figure 24. Case Study 2: Examples of Users’ access rights (a) for Manager; (b) for Workers; (c) for
users to access IoTData object.

Similar to case study 1, to avoid multiple association relationships between UA and
OA containers we use single association relationship, for example between Adviser and
Results. In Figure 25 we show an example with double association relationships between
Adviser and Results. The first association is to express the {w, u, d} operations and the
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second association is to express the {r} operation and express the constraints with each
association.

Figure 25. Case Study 2: Example of association relationship properties for Advisers permission.

The Neo4j platform is used to run some Cypher queries with some contextual and
non-contextual constraints to present NGAC authorization responses. In Figure 26a, the
Workers are able to {d} IoTData when the value of InspectionStatus = ’inprogress’, which
means the inspection process is not completed and more data need to be collected, but
when the value of InspectionStatus is updated (by the manager) to ’complete’ as illustrated
in (b), the workers would not be allowed to delete the IoTData even if they are logged into
the system via the public network as shown in (c). In Figure 26d we show that a Worker can
{o, ct} the Rail Robot or the Drone if the pwAttpmts are less than or equal to three attempts,
otherwise (e) he would not.

Figure 26. Case Study 2: Examples of NGAC authorization responses to Cypher statements.

7. HEAD Administrative Panel

Based on the case study in Section 5, we provide another example of the HEAD
metamodel implementation using VB.net and SQL. As well, the AC decision is based on
the user’s role/group, contextual information (location, time, etc.), and subject/object
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attributes. An example of an administrative panel can be found in Figure 27, which shows
how to create the AC model using entities and attributes such as Ex, AU, PU, and St. In
Figure 28 we show the steps to create AC model and its components (in this case we show
the Hybrid model of case study 1). As shown in Figure 28a, after defining the needed
model (1), the administrator is able to edit the model to update, delete, or (2) create/define
and (3) add model entities (e.g., object). In Figure 28b, the needed entity (e.g., object) is
(1) selected to (2) define the number of hierarchy levels, and the administrator (3) sets and
(4) confirms the hierarchical levels of an entity. In Figure 28c, the root node object (1) has
three levels of the object hierarchy, also the nodes can be deleted and their names can be
updated (Figure 28d). The same steps can be applied to create the other entities.

Figure 27. HEAD metamodel: Administrative Panel example.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 28. HEAD Administrative Panel: Instantiation of AC model.

Thereafter, in Figure 29 we show how the model entities/attributes can be instantiated.
In step (1), we show the defined entities (and hierarchies), of Figure 28. In step (2), we
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configure a hybrid model for ITMI. To create the required instances of each entity, for
example, (3) object entity (at the root level) we define objects names (4) separated by ‘;’
instead of defining each object individually, then (5) we confirm the creation. In step (6), all
other elements of subjects, roles, etc., are created in the same way.

1

2
3

4

5

6

Figure 29. HEAD Administrative Panel: Instantiation of model entities.

In Figure 30, (1) we show how a child node can be created for each a specific node. For
example, (2) a child node Manager is created for the root node Director, and (3) shows the
hierarchy of roles of case study 1.

1 2 3

Figure 30. HEAD Administrative Panel: hierarchy of entities.

Note that, by default, each entity has a name attribute. In Figure 31, we show how
additional attributes can be created. By selecting and right-clicking on a specific element,
then choosing ‘Add/Modify Attributes’ where a popup window opens to define and create
various types of attributes (with their values). In our example, we define context attributes
to specify if the user needs to access resources within business hours. We also specify the
user’s login location, and if the current date is between the start/end dates of the project.
Moreover, the selected nodes can be updated or deleted.
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Figure 31. HEAD Administrative Panel: adding attributes to entities.

In Figure 32 we show the steps of defining AC rules. In Figure 32a, (1) the system
security administrator selects the policy model, which is in case ‘Hybrid‘, to configure
the AC rules. Then, he assigns Ex to AUs, in our example, (2) subjects to roles/groups.
The administrator (3) associates AUs with PUs, in our example, the role permission. Af-
ter assigning subjects to roles/groups and specifying their permission(s), in Figure 32b,
(1) based on the permission type, (2) the administrator selects which objects may be ac-
cessed, then (3) associates the actions that can be performed on each of the selected objects
(FinancialDetails and ProjectDetails). To apply constraints, (4) the administrator should
select the row (permission, object, and action), then (5) selects the needed attributes to
(6) include them with the rule definition. Finally, (7) the rules can be exported as Cypher,
json, or any other format of code. In this example, we also generate Cypher statements as
explained in Section 5.

(a)

1

2

3

(b)

1

2

3 4

5 6

7

Figure 32. HEAD Administrative Panel: Definition of AC Rules.

8. Evaluation and Validation of HEAD Metamodel

After presenting the above case studies and showing how the HEAD metamodel can
derive different AC models, and how it can be adapted to different computing environ-
ments. In this section, we present the comparison and evaluation and validation of the
HEAD metamodel with the proposed AC metamodels in the literature.

8.1. Comparison

In Table 1 we summarize the features of the HEAD metamodel compared to the other
proposed metamodels in the literature [17,18,20].
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Table 1. Comparison between HEAD Metamodel and the other AC metamodels.

Metamodel Access Control Metamodels

Features HEAD Metamodel Other Metamodels

Unify components Unify all heterogeneous components of different AC mod-
els.

Some metamodels unify some heterogeneous components
under the notion of ‘category’ which includes roles, groups,
security levels, etc.

Generality Include all features and components of common AC models
and allow deriving various instances of various models.

Hybrid structures to derive some AC models rather than
generic metamodels

Dynamism Allows defining and adding any type of components and
attributes for existing models and non-existing ones.

None of the existing metamodels support this feature, and
they are not dynamic enough to define static and dynamic
AC policies.

Extensibility
New components can be defined and integrated with
already-derived models to support new AC features in ad-
dition to the previous ones.

Some metamodels are extended but not extensible, and
none of the existing metamodels support this feature.

Hierarchical
Allows defining multi-levels of all components (e.g., role,
context) to conform to hierarchical organizational struc-
tures.

Some metamodels support hierarchy for some components,
but none of them consider context hierarchy which is crucial
feature in complex and dynamic environments.

Flexibility Allows creating existing and non existing AC models (new
models) and expressing various static and dynamic rules

Only derive some common models. They are limited to the
features employed in their structures.

Upgradability Able to follow technology upgrades and update any policy. None of the existing metamodels support this feature.

Unified framework
Allows the creation of any model, in addition to any hybrid
model with different policy classes (e.g., case study 2), and
hybrid models with hybrid components (e.g., case study 1)

Allows the creation of some models based on features em-
ployed in their hybrid structures.

Adaptability Can be adapted to different centralized and distributed
environments, especially IoT. They provide solutions for specific cases and scenarios.

Novelty A new development in the domain with advanced features. The last AC metamodel was proposed in 2015 [21].

Overall, the derived models of the HEAD metamodel are flexible and can be easily
extended, updated, and defined to follow the technology upgrades and enforce larger sets
of static/dynamic policies. Compared to the existing metamodels, system designers and
security experts need to redesign a model and rethink how it could be enhanced. This is
instead of extending/upgrading it, which means additional time and cost.

8.2. Evaluation and Validation

Comparatively to the proposed metamodels in the literature, HEAD contributes to
several essential advancements in the domain. HEAD metamodel allows the specification,
formalization, generation, and verification of AC policies. In contrast to tackling each issue
separately, the HEAD metamodel draws up a complete strategy. In our experience so far,
AC research and practice focus on one phase and confuse issues that cut across multiple
phases. However, (1) as for the specification, HEAD metamodel is flexible enough to allow
identifying the Ex, Im, and St entities (with their attributes) based on the AC requirements
of a system. Using the HEAD metamodel, system administrators and security experts are
not restricted to defining some entities for some models. Instead, they can create any entity
(and attribute) for any model whether it is an existing AC model or a non-existent model.
(2) For formalization, after specifying the needed AC entities, the DSL language of HEAD
metamodel allows formalizing the specified AC models (common AC models, hybrid
models, and other models) with the ability to follow technology upgrades by allowing the
definition of new entities and attributes. The power of the DSL language of the HEAD
metamodel is simple and flexible to appropriately express any AC policy requirements, it
overcomes the complication of existing language expressions, and also it is independent of
specific AC models. (3) For the generation of AC policies, the nature of meta-components
of HEAD metamodel which allows deriving any model, can also be adapted to represent
the concrete instance of any AC model and generate the needed AC policies. In this paper,
we use Eclipse Xtend notation to depict the concrete instances of the derived models. The
AC rules are expressed and generated in a format of Cypher queries. Another generator
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could be used, for example, to represent the needed models and then generate AC rules in
as ‘json’ format. (4) For the formal verification of the generated AC policies, it is necessary to
formally verify the accuracy and coherence of the concrete instance of the AC policy before
policy enforcement. For example, using Cypher queries as NGAC inputs to represent the AC
rules of a system in a graph, then verifying the objects, the relationships between them, and
the subjects that interact with the system in a way that adheres to an organization’s semantics.

Likewise, the HEAD metamodel serves as a unifying framework and it is the only
metamodel that provides to the literature all the design phases and steps starting from the
conception [6,15,41–43] to policy enforcement which is addressed in this paper, through
the implementation of two case studies, in addition to the new research opportunities this
metamodel opens in the domain [20]. The effectiveness of HEAD metamodel is reflected in
the proof of concept since we show that the metamodel idea with theoretical foundations
can be implemented and applied using different tools. Additionally, if the above case
studies are implemented using one of the proposed metamodels, the solution would not
meet ITMI’s AC requirements, as the existing metamodels only incorporate DAC, MAC,
and RBAC features, so attributes cannot be defined nor new components added. Moreover,
they are not flexible enough to define different PCs. Moreover, the HEAD metamodel is an
essential development in the field since the last proposed metamodel was in 2015 [20], and
it is a hybrid metamodel that only includes DAC, MAC, and RBAC, not dynamic, does not
support the hierarchy of all components, and the derived models cannot be extended.

It is evident from the above that the HEAD metamodel represents a significant ad-
vancement over the other proposed metamodels in the literature, and thus should be
viewed as a centerpiece for enhancing other essential characteristics, as well as establishing
different research directions in the domain (see [20]).

9. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

Although over the past decade security researchers have proposed a variety of policy
models and metamodels to address real-world security problems, the limited ability of
the existing AC methods to generically specify, upgrade, and enforce policy persists.
With the IoT and industry 4.0, along with the digital transformation, where resources are
widely distributed and must be accessed from anywhere, at any time, the need for secure
information sharing has increased dramatically. Moreover, the evolution of pervasive ISs
and intelligent manufacturing has had a significant impact on different directions, such as
the industry’s future. Smart industries combine various physical and cyber technologies to
enhance productivity, performance, quality, and management. In this context, controlling
access to protect resources from unauthorized use is a complicated and challenging task,
especially with cybercriminals and cyberattacks. All this has motivated us to design
and implement a new and advanced AC metamodel, named HEAD metamodel, that
addresses the limitations of the existing metamodels—for example, generality, the hierarchy
of components, dynamism, and extensibility of AC models—and works as a base to
develop other essential features—for example policy migration, and collaboration and
interoperability between AC models.

The AC policy concerns what AC rules need to be enforced, while the AC mechanism
concerns how AC rules are enforced. In this paper, we present two case studies inspired by
ITMI’s local (non-IoT) and IoT computing environments to show that our metamodel can be
adapted to different computing environments, and various AC models can be instantiated
with the needed components/attributes to fit the AC needs of an organization (or industry
sector). For the AC policy, we apply the DSL grammar of HEAD metamodel to derive the
needed model for each case study. We use Xtend notation to represent the concert instance
of the derived model. The AC rules are generated as Cypher statements which are then
injected into Neo4j to represent the NGAC policy as a graph. NGAC framework is used as
an enforcement point for the rules generated for each case study. The results show that the
HEAD metamodel:
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• Overcomes the limitations of the existing AC metamodels and can serve as a basis for
other essential features.

• Is a unified framework, and encompasses heterogeneous models.
• Can be adapted into various local and distributed computing environments.
• Can meet current AC requirements and follow policy upgrades.
• Can generate different AC rules formats (e.g., Cypher statements, json. . . ).

Consequently, by applying the HEAD metamodel to the presented case studies, we
demonstrate that it can be applied to more complex computing environments that include
more users, machines, contexts, dynamic devices, and other variables. For example, highly
dynamic IIoT environment with various static and dynamic AC rules.

Moreover, the HEAD metamodel reveals some limitations of the NGAC framework.
In theory, the NGAC graph includes obligations and prohibitions that express context and
constraint elements, but in practice, they are not included. Hence, during implementation,
this would make it difficult to make accurate access control decisions. As described in the
case studies, we have to create multiple association relationships between UA nodes and
OA nodes if some operations need to be performed without constraints by UA, and some
other operations can be performed if some contextual (or non-contextual) constraints are
true/false depending on the defined rule.

Policies with minimum quality may lead to unacceptable situations and decisions,
for example preventing users from accessing resources they are allowed to, or allowing
some users to access resources they are not allowed to. As future perspectives, we aim to
develop the needed methods to analyze and assess the obtained policies at run-time before
enforcing them to avoid uncertainties concerning the obtained AC decision. Policy analysis
and assessment are intended to ensure the quality of the generated AC policies. They are
for ensuring they are consistent, relevant, minimal, complete, and correct with respect
to the required actions by subjects on some objects. This process is of major importance
while implementing AC policies in highly dynamic and heterogeneous environments,
especially IoT. Moreover, we also aim to support the HEAD metamodel with additional
features and services. For example, developing the needed algorithms (with theoretical
foundations) and methods to migrate AC policies from one model to another. Providing
packages of predefined AC models (e.g., common models) as support for the metamodel.
This would lessen technical implementation efforts and facilitate administrative efforts to
specify models and define policies. Further, we plan to extend the NGAC framework to
adapt context and constraint in addition to policy.
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